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Welcome to the Summer 2013
edition of Hogsback News. Since
the last issue the weather has
improved and I for one have done
a lot more riding. As we are only
just over half way through the
season there is still a lot more
to be done and we are spoilt for
choice thanks to the incredible
array of rides provided by our
road crew. There really is something to suit all tastes from day trips to week-ends
away. As I mentioned in the last issue and Dell
mentions in this issue the road crew put in a lot of
time and effort on our behalf to organise this packed
schedule so if you have enjoyed a day out / weekend
away then please take a few minutes to write a
report and share this via the newsletter.
Talking of the newsletter please feel free to give any
feedback via the email address below - let me know
what you like, dislike and what you would like to see
in it.
We have recently completed what for me is one
of the annual highlights of the ride programme,
Midnight Madness where we descend on various
landmarks in London before dining by the London
Eye. Graham does a great job of planning and
leading this ride and with the assistance of most
of the road crew it runs incredibly well through
the London traffic. If you have not done it you are
missing out!
Of course SofER is approaching fast and I hope
many of you will be there - if you have not been
before take a look at the photo galleries to see what
this event is all about. If you are going for the first
time you really must join in the Hogsback ride out well over 100 Harley’s’ snaking through the lanes is
an awesome experience to be part of.
Deadline for the Autumn issue is Friday 4 October.
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Director
Dik Gregory
SofER so good!

Where will Hogsback be camping?

What’s happening Saturday?
As for Friday! Plus you could join Hogsback’s mass ride-out to lunch. If so, you will need to pre-book in
Registration. Ride is capped at 120 bikes. Or you could enter the Treasure Hunt - pick up details from
Registration. You could win £100, £50 or £25 cash! Maybe you fancy your bike’s chances in the Ride-in
Bike Show, or just gawp at those who have. Or spend time soaking up the atmosphere outside with the live
bands all afternoon. At 6pm it’s round to Hogsback HQ for the unmissable Dunlop Three Star Chef Norm’s
Rally Feast. Then enjoy more great bands throughout the evening. And don’t miss the massive fireworks
display later on!

With a fabulous
ride to Rome
for the HOG
Rally come and
gone, our own
10th South of England Rally is almost here, so it’s
time to give you the FAQs! We have had many new
members since last year’s SoFER, so listen up to
get the most out of this amazing event!

Hogsback HQ on the map – facing page.

What, when and where is it?

How do I become a Listed Volunteer?

See you at Bisley for a fabulous weekend!

This is the tenth year of a unique collaboration
by five neighbouring Chapters - Hogsback, 1066,
Thames Valley, Invicta and Oxford, and it’s the
biggest HOG Rally in England. It’s held at the
National Rifle Association’s shooting ranges at
Bisley and this year is on 2-4 August.

Email director@hogsbackchapteruk.org. But please
be aware that all Listed Volunteers will need to
attend a meeting at Bisley Pavilion at 9pm on
Thu 1/8 so they can sign up for a duty shift at the
Arrivals and Banding stations, and other areas.

Dik Gregory
Director and Road Captain

Where can I get tickets?

Isn’t our Club Night on Thu 1st? Not this year. Our
Aug Club Night will be at Bisley, but is deferred until
Thu 8/8. This is so we don’t complicate Security’s
task in enforcing the Volunteer Lists.

Hopefully, if you want to come, you have yours
already. If you still need one, login to the SofER
website at www.sofer.uk.com - but act fast as they
are disappearing steadily and when they’re gone,
they’re gone!
What do I get for my money?
Two full days of 2,000 people just like you, their
bikes, great live bands, mass ride-outs – including
the awesome Hogsback ride-out - a treasure hunt
for cash prizes, a ride-in bike show, 40+ traders,
some great food outlets, affordable beer, and deal of
fun in a chilled venue that is just about perfect for it
all.
Can I buy tickets on the Gate?
Highly unlikely – it’s normally a sell-out before the
event.
What about accommodation?
Most people camp – it’s a great atmosphere. There
were 200+ beds available at Bisley on 1 Apr. Only
60 or so were reserved for Rally Volunteers, and all
the rest went within a day or two. See www.sofer.
uk.com for nearby hotels, but most of those rooms
went very quickly too. This Rally is popular!
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When can I pitch my tent?
It depends. If you are a Listed Volunteer, you can set
up on Thu 1/8. Site Security will have the Volunteer
List and they will turn away unauthorised campers.
If you are not a Listed Volunteer, you can arrive
any time after 10am on Fri, when the Rally officially
opens.

What about the Chapter Challenge?
Always a lot of fun and the subject of much rivalry between the Chapters, we have high hopes of dislodging
1066 from top spot this year.
What’s happening Sunday?
Recovery. Breakfast. Tear-down. Clear-up.
Hope that answers most of your questions. If you have more, just ask!

Is Hogsback having a party at the Rally?
You betcha - for the whole weekend! Come to
our Chapter HQ for a free cold beer or soft drink
through the whole Rally. On Sat around 6pm come
along to Norm’s Hogsback Chapter BBQ for a truly
amazing feast! £5 for charity will get you a re-usable
plate+tongs set for breakfast the next day!
What’s happening Friday?
Ride your bike asap through Arrivals and get
banded up. This is when you need your ticket.
Unbanded people and bikes will not be allowed to
remain on site. Ride round to Registration (opposite
the Pavilion) and get your Rally Pack.
Then it’s chill time! Get oriented. Visit the Trader
Area. Pop into our own dealership stand. Enjoy
the afternoon bands. Eat at any of the many food
outlets. Hang out at our Chapter HQ and have a
beer. Ruth’s LOH Liberty Belles Ride leaves from
the Pavilion in the late afternoon. Check out the
evening bands in the Pavilion.
Enjoy the sights of 2,000 bikers having fun!
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Assistant Director

Assistant Director

Dell Evans

Keith Dorling

Well folks I
have just done
the Midnight
Madness so we
must be over
half way through
the ride season
and at last the summer seems to have arrived (if it’s
raining when you read this it’s not my fault). I keep
telling myself I need to get out more as in the fast
approaching winter I will be like a bear with a sore
head.

something on almost every Saturday and Sunday till
mid-November is as always on the website.

Midnight madness is a good example of the amount
of hard work put in by the road crew (Woody in this
case) to organise and lead rides, oh and with this
ride I think a large dose of barefaced cheek to get
away with what we do on the night. So it’s a lot of
work just doing a one day ride out and for the large
number of members who followed Robin to Rome
you will appreciate the significant time and effort that
went into that.

Lastly I welcome any to come and have a chat about
the ride program and give suggestions for improvement or ideas for new places and routes to ride. As
usual I’m the one at club night doing the Golden Key
draw with the tall ugly bloke.

Why do I point this out - well talking to a member
a couple of weeks ago about the work of the road
crew he was genuinely gob-smacked to learn that
they not only do the organising but also unless
its abroad (and sometime even then) they visit
the event, hotels and ride the routes at their own
expense all for our later enjoyment. The club provides no financial support for this; it’s part of the job.
So when things don’t go as planned please bear in
mind the poor sod who’s leading the ride is the one
who’s more upset than anyone.
Enough of my dribble; what’s coming up on the ride
program? - The big event is SofER which if you have
not attended; well you just have to talk to anyone
who has. Norman will again be BBQ captain but this
time with a new glamourous assistant Tracy who has
been promoted from dish washer to number 2 cook.
The road crew will be practicing our chapters SofER
ride out over the next couple of weeks and this year
the honour of leading it will go to Steve Palmer so
with that orange Glide they should see as well has
hear us well in advance.
The following Sunday we are organising a joint
chapter ride with New Forest to Selsey Lifeboat day
and we may get another chapter to come as well so
it should be a big ride. This along with the details of
6
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MONEY MONEY MONEY
For those that find cheques and stamps a bit of a bind, we now have a
Paypal account.

As I write this there’s still places on the following
overnight trips which is always a good way to get to
know other members.
Ypres & Trenches (Cliff & Dell) - 1 double and 2
single room’s
Blue John (Dik) - 1 room
The others all have reserve lists.

Dell
Assistant Director and Road Captain

The email address to send money to is:
treasurer@hogsbackchapteruk.org
It’s a very simple process to send money and its quick and easy. You do of course need to set up a Paypal
account yourself which again is dead easy. Just go to the Paypal web site and follow the instructions, it
costs nothing to set up and once done it’s simple to send money to us or anyone else should you chose to
do so. It also makes refunds quick and simple for us to!!!
We charge a flat £2.00 to send money which when you think a stamp is £0.60 plus envelope plus time is not
too bad and any profit from this service will go into our charities fund.
Eshot??????? If you don’t get the weekly Eshot that’s cos we ain’t got your correct email address. If you’re
not presently getting it and would like to get the following weekly news then send me an email requesting
the Eshot to treasurer@hogsbackchapteruk.org and I’ll update your details and you will then receive the
weekly news bulletin!!!
Keith
Assistant Director & Treasurer

Group Riding Safety Bulletin
Hi everyone! Hope you are enjoying the better weather of recent
days. I would like to draw your attention to the need for added
concentration whilst moving off and slowing down in group riding.
Please remember to ensure you are staggered and not in-line
directly behind one another Also consider your distance from the
bike in front in relation to your speed. Staggered positioning offers
riders the vision to see beyond the bike in front and allows you
space by the side of the bike in front should you need it. This will
help you avoid a rear end shunt. Everyone knows this, but a few
recent incidents have shown that it’s easy to forget.
I would like to remind you that on occasion, members of the road
crew may want to discuss safety issues with Chapter members.
This may mean a private chat to discuss something that may be of
concern to the safety of the group as a whole. We want you and everyone else to enjoy your ride. Our aim
is simply to offer advice based on years of experience in order to promote best safest group riding practice.
I am always contactable via the Chapter website, just click on my photo in the Officers’ section to send me
an email about any thoughts or concerns you may have relevant to group riding.
Safe Riding
Carl Christensen
Safety Officer
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Safety Officer

Guildford
Harley–Davidson
Toby Sleeman
the venue for the most excellent
Harley-Davidson Museum. For a
Harley nerd like me it is truly one
of my favourite places to visit and
can highly recommend you visit if
you are out that way.
Guildford Harley-Davidson.
About time too. At last folks the
weather has finally started to
play ball. I’m writing this in my
office with the air con blasting
out. Outside is clear blue sky,
sunshine and about 23 degrees.
Perfect Harley weather.
Now that the Suns out come on
down to Guildford for a coffee and
a catch up.
So what have we been up to?
HOT Training. (Hog Officer
Training).
In April Mike Wilson and myself
were privileged to attend this
year’s HOT Training in Milwaukee
accompanying Dik Gregory, Keith
Dorling, Steve & Ruth Palmer
and Carl & Flo Christensen.
HOT training, for those of you
who have not been before, is a
weekend seminar and training
event attended by most of the
HOG chapters worldwide. It is
a chance to share experiences
and best practices and explore
ways of improving the chapter.
What the training highlighted to
me was HOGSBACK Chapter
is an extremely well run, well
organised, active, inclusive and
welcoming Chapter. This is purely
down to the commitment and hard
work of the Chapter Officers and
Road Crew and the enthusiasm
of the members. HOGBACK
Chapter truly is world class....but
you knew that anyway. Milwaukee
as a city does not have a great
deal going for it with the exception
of being the home of Harley and
8
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From Rome to home using an
iPhone.
Had a great time in Rome at the
European Hog Rally. It was great
to see so many HOGSBACK
Chapter members had made the
trip. As always though the great
thing about far flung rallies is the
journey to and fro. We were only
doing the fro element of the ride
and we picked our bikes up in
Ostia. Having planned absolutely
nothing, no route, no hotels we
entrusted ourselves to the iPhone.
The first stop was a small village
in the hills outside Rome called
Arsoli. Only reason for the visit
was a photo opportunity and let’s
face it you have to start somewhere. First night was spent in
Siena where we had a great meal
whilst we were treated to some
sort of pseudo fascist flag ceremony. That pretty much set the
scene for the whole journey, no
plan, no real idea where we were

going and only a D grade geography O level and an iPhone to help.
We hit all the Alpine passes we
could and loved every minute of it.
Can’t wait to do it again.
What’s going on?
Summer is well and truly here, our
MotorClothes department ensured
its arrival by buying in what seems
like all of Harley-Davidsons’ rain
gear. So we have plenty to choose
from if you’re off to Scotland. We
even have umbrellas.
On a sunnier note we have new
Dealer T-shirts coming in with
new designs and our rails are full
of fabulous tops for the ladies.
We also have the famous HarleyDavidson ice cube trays. For
those of you who have yet to try
the New Softail Breakout I urge
you to come and demo it. It looks
great and rides beautifully.
Looking forward to seeing you all
very soon.

Toby Sleeman
Guildford Harley-Davidson

Carl Christensen

Hi everyone!
It is with great
pleasure that I
can say all those
whom recently
travelled all the
way to Rome
made it back in
one piece. Flight
delays for Mike & Toby and a few mechanical problems aside plus enduring the somewhat different
style of road driving techniques by the Italian motoring fraternity, which only a handful were treated
to what can only be described as ‘close shaves’!?
Didn’t stop those chapter members enjoying a most
enjoyable event. After several attempts to show me
how the Italians do it, I decided to play them at their
own game. Hence the saying ‘ when in Rome’ but
this foxed them because we did it the posh way, with
the British twist, we were very polite as we carved
through the traffic, thanking those who unwittingly
gave way in astonishment at our maverick courteous
method.

This year’s Slow Riding event on the 1st of June was
a great success. Many attendees I believed went
away with a knowledge and confidence that they
will hopefully work on to give them a better all-round
experience of riding their Harley. Yes! And now its
official Andy Parker is the slowest slow rider in the
Chapter over 10 meters, Czes Wicherek came a
slow second. Well done to them and you are now in
the SofER chapter challenge slow riding team.

I wondered later thinking why do they bother to have
indicators fitted in Italy? Perhaps I thought ‘they
don’t realise that they had them’ clearly most had
not read their car operating manual! As did many not
have a clue how to negotiate a corner ‘what corner?!
Just straight lines Guv, saves money on fuel taking
the shortest line’

wish to partake in the Chapter Challenge games
on the Saturday afternoon at 3.00pm. For some
of the games we need: Fit, young, agile, energetic
members ( that rules most of you out then) to do
your bit for the chapter.

Talking of SofER we do need chapter members
who are going to the Rally to let me know if they

Now! Have you been checking those rules on road
markings in your high way code?
The question is:
On what occasions are you legally allowed to cross
double continuous white lines? There are 5 in the
latest Highway Code book but there are 2 more not
described. And to test your observation what shape
is a STOP road sign?
Side Stand, side stand you say! Now what’s he
going to say about side stands? When and if ever,
have you checked your side stand securing bolt and
its correct tension? Did you know that they do work /
vibrate loose! As part of any 5000 service it advises
to inspect and lube but I am suggesting that you (as
part of your monthly 1000 mile personal checks)
take a little more interest in its security. Again it’s
not cool looking, laying on your side with a bike
on top of you because of an oversight on regular
maintenance.

We came second last year to 1066 who have held
the top spot for the past 2 years. As nobbling is not
officially allowed we need to have a good team set
ready to beat them fair and square. So please come
and see me on the Friday the first day of the Rally
and register you interest and support.
Safe Riding always
Carl Christensen
Safety Officer
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Head Photographer
Axel Thill
Another incredible 3 months
with numerous
rides and miles
behind us, and
it’s just half time.

to our list of protected animals visiting lions, panther,
tigers (Big Cat Ride, May) and monkeys (Monkey
Ride, June) Chapter photographers sent in stunning
pictures from both events of these wild animals.

Photo Madness occurred during Graham’s traditional Midnight Madness Ride, with over 40 bikes
roaring through London City. My GoPro handlebar
camera took 5,871 individual photos before the
battery run out, yielding a selection of just 122
acceptable ones. I hope to have captured nearly
everybody on his bike to some extent; if I missed
somebody, it’s not intentional.

Again it is
impossible to
mention all highlights, and very difficult to pick some
of the best moments. I will however try, purely from
a photographic motive point of view, to point out
some of them.
Top of the list must be Pope Francesco blessing
1,400 Harley-Davidson motorcycles, of which 4
were from Hogsback Chapter. I very rarely use
the expression: “once in a lifetime experience”, but
having the Holy Father passing 3 meters away and
looking into my eyes, that was special.

But (in my view) the best photos of the first half
of 2013 are in full contrast to Pope Francesco, its
Crippo and Gary Baker in their Frank-N-Furter
disguise.
Axel Thill
Head Photographer

Sunshine clearly helps to produce great photos,
but to capture the force of nature through which we
sometimes have to ride through is a challenge in
itself I enjoy; some good examples can be seen on
this year’s Dambuster Ride.
The 110th Anniversary HOG Europe Rome Rally
was in itself a great experience, with a very well
organised Parade through Rome, but I also enjoyed
using the photo galleries to recall past memories
of summer HOG Rallies, Lugano (2010), Biograd
(2011) and Cascais (2012). It showed to me what we
all achieved and experienced, but also the incredible value of Hogsback photo galleries to recall past
moments and refresh our fading memories.
We have in the galleries great photos of eagles and
hawks, taken at the Hawk Conservancy over the
years, though it was a bit disappointing not to be
featured in BBC’s Springwatch. This year we added
10
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Ladies of Harley
Ruth Palmer
Hi Ladies
What great riding weather now at long last. Good to see you out and
about on your bikes, some dressed up for the Rocky Horror Show and
some enjoying the Midnight Madness Run.
Talking about dressing up now is the time to think about The Liberty
Belles Ride at the South of England Rally this year. A chance to get your
military / pin up gear out or vintage Southern Belle attire ready for the
ride on Friday 2nd August.
Even if you are not riding dress up and join in with the after ride celebrations.
Do register for the ride and let me know if you can help with the Liberty Belles Party.
We could do with some tin / enamel mugs and some home-made Brownies (I can give you a recipe). So if
you can help that would be Great!!
See you all at Bisley if not before.

Ruth Palmer
LOH Officer

12
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Officer Vacancy Notice

Officer Vacancy Notice

Post/Type

Membership Officer/Discretionary

Post/Type

Merchandise Officer/Discretionary

Reason

Step down of previous Officer

Reason

Step down of previous Officer

Term

3 years, renewable

Term

3 years, renewable

Start

Aug 2013

Start

Aug 2013

Eligibility

Open to full Chapter members who have regularly
participated in Chapter events as rider or pillion for at
least 12 months. Also open to past and existing
Membership Officers.

Eligibility

Open to full Chapter members who have regularly
participated in Chapter events as rider or pillion for at
least 12 months. Also open to past and existing
Merchandise Officers.

Duties

Responsible for the timely checking and processing of new
and annual renewal applications. Keeping an accurate and
up to date membership register. Providing first contact
and guidance for new members.

Duties

Responsible for maintaining and selling stocks of Chapterspecific rockers, patches, pins and potentially other
merchandise at Club Nights and, from time to time, at
other agreed Chapter events.

The appointment entails full membership of the
Committee. Attendance is expected at Quarterly
meetings and all major Chapter events.
Skills/Interests

High level of social skills and interest in interacting with
the membership – especially new members. Able and
willing to respond rapidly to membership email enquiries.
Basic fluency with spreadsheet software.

The appointment entails full membership of the
Committee. Attendance is expected at Quarterly
meetings, to give a sales a stocks report.
Skills/Interests

Social skills and interest in interacting with the
membership at Club Nights - especially new members.
Ability and willingness to work with Hogsback Committee
as team member.

Ability and willingness to work with Hogsback Committee
as team member.

Closing date

31 Jul 2013

Closing date

31 Jul 2013

Next steps

Nominees should email a statement of their interest to
director@hogsbackchapteruk.org

Next steps

Nominees should email a statement of their interest to
director@hogsbackchapteruk.org

The successful candidate will be notified during August
following a vote by the Hogsback Chapter Committee.

The successful candidate will be notified during August
following a vote by the Hogsback Chapter Committee.
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Solden - 16th March 2014

Scrabble Ride “Hogsback”

Andy Cripps

Andy Cripps

SOLDEN (1350m-3250m)
AUSTRIA SKI TRIP
SUN MARCH 16th 2014
Are the days too cold / wet to
ride and the roads covered with corroding salt? Why
not get away with us and enjoy a one week ski trip to
the beautiful resort of Solden, Austria? Can’t Ski or

Skiing is expensive even if you don’t have lessons
and have your own equipment. It does depend how
big our group is but worse case around £1150 p/
person (includes package, lift pass, ski hire and 6
days tuition). If you don’t need lessons or equipment
cost is around £820 p/person.
What else will I need?
Suitable ski clothing. You can hire it in the UK but
summer is the time to buy. Shop around online, TK
Max, ASDA and alike. You can get a good ski suit
for £60-100. Go to Snow and Rock and it’ll be 100s.
Winter sports / travel insurance. Hopefully you won’t
need it but you must have it.
What else will I spend?
Lunch, beer, shots(?), any tour company activities
you decide to join (e.g. evening shows or day trip to
a different resort). The staff have one night off so we
have to eat dinner out that evening.
Is there a single supplement?
Most rooms are based on dual occupancy. Depends

never tried? No problem learning is often the most
fun time. Still got some energy for Après ski? Solden
has a variety of après ski bars both on and off the
mountains. Staying at the Hotel / Chalet Hermann
with Ski Total the package will include flights from
/ to Gatwick, transfer to resort, accommodation,
breakfast and dinner with free wine. Facilities
include free Wi-Fi, a well-being area including steam
room, sauna and showers. If conditions allow, you
can ski virtually to / from the door. If you are a complete beginner the ski bus stops right outside the
hotel and will take you to the main lifts.
How much will it cost?
how big the group is but it will be cheaper to share.
Beds are normally Austrian Twins so you need to be
comfortable with whom you are sharing with!
I / we wanna go what do we do?
Email me to let me know you are interested ASAP
(cribbloid1@gmail.com). We need to book by Friday
Aug 16th assuming we have a large group. At the
time of booking I will require £130 p/person deposit
(Non Refundable) with balance due no later than
10 weeks before departure. After we’ve booked I
cannot guarantee to be able to add members as the
hotel will sell out quickly.
16
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View from the back.
Sat 20th April. I hadn’t ridden my bike any real
distances this year so I was itching to get out.
Everything looked good, weather forecast, nice
long ride and the usual great friends to ride with. So
get ready. Take the bike out of the garage and let’s
do some basic checks, lights front and back -OK,
Indicators -OK, battery - should be as it’s been on a
trickle charge and finally tyre pressures - *hit need
at least 5 psi in both! Glad I checked.
Off to GHD and delighted to feel the sun again. A
coffee and we’re ready to go. As usual, a thoroughly
comprehensive briefing by Axel including some
printed maps for the road crew of his intended circular route to achieve ‘Hogsback’. Robin and I were
selected for the ‘derrière’ tail gunner roles. Don’t
mind that I thought. Pick up a few drop off’s, nice
leisurely pace, enjoy some scenery and reacquaint
myself with the bike. We were looking at around
115- 120 mile ride with a coffee and lunch stop. It all
sounded great.

Off to Kingsley through Farnham; that’s it
HOGSBACK and over it we go. Nothing for it now,
except those that want to return to GHD head back
there.

Off we go out through Godalming, Hascombe and
down to the familiar and lovely scenery of Ockley.
On towards Horsham, “Hmm lots of orange tailed
aircraft in the sky must be an airport near here
somewhere!” Aren’t aircraft quiet now? Ah no just
my pipes are drowning them out. Grinstead next
shortly afterwards things start to go wrong as one of
the bikes develops a problem.
As road crew we spent some considerable time
training and practicing for breakdowns and emergencies but still they are always an unwelcome
surprise. Robin stays and I try hard to catch Axel
without setting off every speed camera on the route.
Somewhere just after Storrington I manage to tell
Axel what has happened but as we were not far
from our coffee stop at Bury we carry on. Eventually
we all make it to the cafe except one rider who
unfortunately needed his bike recovered.

Days like today make it clear to us why it’s worth
training and appreciate the effort the committee put
into ensuring we are ready for these problems. It’s
been a busy day at the back but thankfully everyone’s okay just some ‘knackered’ road crew.

Onto Arundel and the usual interest we attract
through the streets. Howard sees the group and
joins from the back a mile or so later pulls over with
a problem so another stop for the dynamic duo but
he insists we catch the group and assures us he’s
okay. Time for some dirt tracks, certainly getting a
variety of road conditions. After some interesting
‘aromas’ only normally experienced in the tents at
SofER we arrive at the Chocolate Frog for lunch.
A very pleasant lunch in the sunshine and a wellearned stop.
Hogsback News Summer 2013
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Retro Fair

Quiz Night

Ian Thoburn

Ian Thoburn

Retro fair

Quiz Night

Brighton Racecourse

Grantley Arms

28th April

2nd May

There are tales from the Rock and Roll era of
Rockers who would race to the length of a record
played on the jukebox. So many tales that they have
almost become legend, however with the records
of the 1960’s being between two and a half or
three minutes I do feel there has been some poetic
justice. However the era gave us some of the most
memorable images, and one of those being the
iconic Wurlitzer Jukeboxes.

Thursday May 2nd and a day of decisions, some
easy some hard

On a cool but bright and promising spring morning
we met at the Grantley Arms for a ride led by Gary
(yes we had all been to the toilet) to the Brighton
jukebox and retro fair.
No need to dash or race along but at a good steady
pace we were led through blossom and bluebell
decorated roads down to the Brighton racecourse,
a cracking ride. And there the days early promise
soon meant a very enjoyable day, Ice-creams,
Hog roasts, Rock and Roll and lots of interesting
vehicles.

First which box to put a cross into as we voted in
local elections sometimes a challenge though no
difficulty on a sunny night, it’s a ride to club night
day and the smiles of most riders showed that after
a grim winter the chance to ride to club night was
the tonic we all needed.
Next decision, find a team to join for the annual
quiz night. I found a space on “Team I am” and
we started putting more crosses in boxes on quiz
sheets.
With high hopes of coming last, we were soon
worryingly near the top. By half time we were afraid
of winning (the winners of course run the following
years quiz) but then more decisions as we had a
free drink token, and the dealership had brought
down the new Breakout, so it was sit on the red
bike time. It is a very sweet bike, but not enough to
tempt me away from Milly.

Second half, two rounds to go and horrors, we
ended up in a three way tie for first. Tie break time
and despite some technical hitches “the Shadows
and Fleetwood Mac had left the building” we strategically came joint second (that’s our excuse and
we are sticking to it, the fact we didn’t know the
song is irrelevant) clever enough to come first bright
enough not to win. Well done to all involved and a
brilliant evening
Bosun

The line up of shining Harleys also added to the
spectators enjoyment. Inside there was lots of memorabilia for sale, and readily some chapter members
took advantage to dig deep in their pockets. Being
in a ground floor flat though, my dreams of a cool
petrol pump will have to wait and I didn’t have
enough bungees either.
A pleasant surprise for me was to hear Greggi G
and his band playing in the dance hall. It’s been a
few years since I have seen them, almost ten as
they were the band I had for my fortieth birthday.
Fed, watered and still in lust over a pretty triumph
T120.
I headed home in the sunshine humming Eddie
Cochran and matchbox Songs taking the long way
home.
Its days like this that make ride outs so special, a
new event and people to share it with, roll on the
next ride.
Ian
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Steamin History Ride
Paul Treacher
12th May
An impressive turnout of members met at the new Cobham services from where Pete Hillier led us on a
very pleasant ride through the country to East Grinstead where we caught the train to Sheffield Park. This
was a longer ride than our previous visit to the Bluebell as the extension to East Grinsted was only opened
on 23rd March 2013.
Our visit also coincided with the “Southern at War Weekend” which meant there were lots of extra attractions and for some a trip down memory lane!
Attractions included:
Sussex Home Guard display, 40’s / 50’s Swing Jive Dance, Concert Party Show, Anderson Shelter
Military & Civilian vehicle display, Ward 111 (WW2 hospital scene)

20
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Ride to the Rings
Paul Treacher
19th May
Dave Stubbington led us to Avebury to visit what many regard to be a more impressive prehistoric site than
the more famous Stonehenge 17 miles down the road, although I’m sure you will agree the more modern
stones along side the A31 ‘Hogsback’ are even better !!
The Avebury site was built and modified over hundreds of years between 2850 BC to 2200 BC covering an
area of 28.5 acres. With a museum, cafe and shops on site a very pleasant day out is assured. For further
information please visit the website here: www.english-heritage.org.uk/daysout/properties/avebury/
An enjoyable ride down on some great roads including one roundabout that was so good Dave even let us
go round twice !

“Wasn’t me guv, honest !”

22
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Magic Bike Rally Rüdesheim
Walter & Tatiana
Magic Bike Rally
Rüdesheim, Germany
30th May - 2nd June
On our way Wednesday night to Dover for an
early train on Thursday and a nice long weekend
ahead in Germany. The weather forecast was not
too good but it was our first trip with Hogsback
so we did not care too much about the weather
and were very much looking forward to some
new experiences and meeting up with other
Hogsback Members.
We had a nice but short sleep near the
Eurotunnel, drove a nice clean bike very early
in the morning to the departure area where
Axel, Pete and John where already waiting and
introduced. They decided to make the trip from
Guildford area early Thursday morning so had
some miles in the saddle for that day already.
We had a quick croissant and some juice before
the train loading started, Sally, Mike, Valentina
and Kostas made it just in time to board so we
all nicely rolled together onto the train. Once
we and the bikes where loaded and secured we
were introduced to the other members. Straight
away a very welcoming feeling and after a quick
crossing we saddled up and hit the road in grey
overcast France.
We knew we had to crack on to make it in time
that same day to check in to our Pension in
Rüdesheim so we stayed on the motorway in
France and Belgium. Once we crossed the
Belgium / German border we abandoned the
motorway and found ourselves in the most beautiful Eiffel area. This is the Walhalla for bikers
with nice smooth and curvy roads. The weather
picked up and we had a really nice sunny ride all
the way to Rüdesheim crossing the Mosel river
and riding along the Rhein enjoying stunning
views along the route.
Arriving in Rüdesheim the streets where already
flooded, not with rain but with Bikes and Bikers!
A very warm welcome by our Pension owner
Juergen with lots of cold drinks to recharge our
inner fluid levels finished the long but nice ride
of the first day. The long ride had made us all
hungry so the Steaks and Wiener Schnitzels in
one of Rüdesheims’ nicest restaurants were very
welcome and quickly vaporised together with
the bottles of the finest Rhein wines and Beers!
24
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Then on to the rally grounds to soak up some
more fluid and music! A perfect finish of a fantastic first day!
The next day, not as early as the first morning
but still not too late, we rode a beautiful route led
by Axel to the highest point in the region. Not
the nicest weather but a very fulfilling ride with
nice encounters of classic cars. Ending up on the
highest point we found ourselves literally in the
clouds and had a nice lunch at the peak Grosser
Feldberg then on our way to The HD dealership in Frankfurt to spend some money on HD
Frankfurt souvenirs!
Once back we changed from riding clothes into
biker evening outfit and made ourselves up for a
lovely BBQ organised by the local family serving
German sausages and salads and a fridge full of
drinks! (we understand this BBQ will now be part
of the Magic Bike tradition!). Once we finished all
(most of) the delicious food we walked back into
town to the rally grounds and joined the stage
performance from the Sweet! Some songs we
recognised of course but Axel knew them all!!
And then the day we all were looking forward
too! The big motorcycle parade through
Rüdesheim and all the nice neighbouring villages. We all gathered with nice clean bikes
(as we all woke up very early in the morning to
clean our bikes for this parade!!!) in the village
next to Rüdesheim. All sort of Bikes where
already parked and many still arriving. Really an
amazing view and mixture of bikes and people,
a real case of showing off!! After some rolls
and Bratwurst we were all fuelled to take part in
the parade (Nr.12 in Ruüesheim rally history!).
The Weather had picked up and turned out to
be very nice indeed to ride the parade. Literally
thousands of Bikes, escorted by the local police,
and we were right in the middle of it! Even more
spectators alongside the road were cheering and
waving. The dancing Go Go girls took, of course,
too much of our attention and driving past was
as slow as possible! Taking part in this parade
was really one of the highlights of the tour and it
was sometimes eye watering! Great to have this
experience in the back pocket! Thanks Axel!!
Unfortunately we had to return to the UK after
a great weekend in Germany, but hey it was all
nice, good and friendly - we have most certainly
made new friends! After a nice breakfast and
saying goodbye to Juergen we had a long day
ahead of traveling back and eating miles to make
it to the Eurotunnel train in time, no worries, next
rally here we come!!
Tatiana & Walter
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Euro Rally Rome Pt.1
Dell Evans
You get to know your ride buddy on a long
trip.
Now when Pete Ostinelli and I decided to ride
together to Rome I must admit I didn’t pay much
attention to his statement “by the way I snore”.
Day1: So off early to Troyes on day one the
morning chill turns to a hot day. A long ride and
excellent hotel with a large room meant he was
no problem, in fact the day was only marred by
Pete’s recommendation for dinner which was
the stuff inside a chicken I throw away disguised
in a sausage thing - yuck so chip butty and a
bottle of wine! Ear plugs inserted – ha this aint
so bad (fool).
Day 2: Wash filthy bikes and a hot ride to
Annecay – rain on the hills but it dried up as we
hit town. The hotel room was small so first thing
move the beds as far away as possible. Fool
that I am I let him pick dinner for us – fondue,
not realising it was just a massive pot of hot
cheese and bread. Now I like cheese but 4lbs of
it can get boring – lesson learnt pick your own
food. So night 2 - a belly full of fat cheese eyes
heavy and coupled with the king of snoring 2
feet from your ear in a hot room with no air-con
is not conducive to put me in a good mood but
what the hell over the Alps tomorrow. The ear
plug has yet to be invented that can have any
hope of dealing with the noise when he’s had
a drink, I swear my exhaust has a lower DB.
reading.
Off we go and none of that motorway crap, for
us its twisty roads to Italy looking forward to
this despite my ears being painful from pushing
the plugs in too far. Well you know after 2 hours
riding in an upward very twisty direction up a
mountain the penny drops there’s no traffic
coming down. At the top a roadblock the pass is
shut – neither of us saw any sign warning this at
the bottom. This compounded by the cheese still
lying in my stomach and lack of sleep resulted
in expletives like what rotten luck and blast them
French for not writing signs in English. So only
one choice, a 2 hour reverse trip followed by the
motorway to Lake Como, where the wives are
waiting having flown in. Heavy rain plagued us
for 2 hours then its open the throttle and a fast
blast to Como.

to a strange hotel in Florance run by what seems
like the Adams Family is another story. A visit to
Pisa and then a flying visit to Sienna and overnight
in Orvieto (my favourite place of the trip beautiful
and a must do if in the area). Followed by 4 nights
at the rally with the rest of the chapter and the girls
flew home leaving me with Mr Snoring again.
We had no
plans apart
from we had
6 days to be
home in so
decided to
ride across to
the Adriatic
and Rimini.
Once around
Rome it’s a
nice mix of
twisty mountain roads
and those
fast sweeping bends we
all live for. I
thought it was
hot in Rome but wow we were wilting on this side of
Italy but a nice hotel and a very tired Dell with a few
drinks in him along with double ear plugs and an
earth quake wouldn’t have disturbed me that night.
Lake Garda the next night and separate rooms for
the same price as a twin – there is a god ! There
is a great ride from the north of Lake Garda to the
Alps translated as the wine road and it’s a wonderful biker’s route with the best road I came across in
terns of scenery, surface and twisty bends combined with fast straights. Then over the Jaffenpass
at around 2,500m, it’s a long way up. Next to the
Stelvio pass but not so well used and with the worst
road surfaces, it’s an interesting sometimes scary
ride as on the Italian side the hairpins with vertical
Pates’ wardrobe full of T-Shirts for 2 weeks nicely
folded

drops and they seem to not bother with such things
as barriers. Five metres of snow on the top and its
down into Austria where the road surface is perfect
tarmac with barriers on every hairpin mind you they
hit you for a toll of 12 Euros
Austria is as usual clean, green full of colour and
great roads. A night in Imst where he really got into
the swing of
seeing how
many folk in
the hotel he
could wake
up with his
snoring.
I recall
actually
considering
smothering
him with
his pillow
no one
would call
it murder,
surely.
Well I lived
through
2 more nights 1 in Colmar and the last in Reims
where there was a music festival going on in the
town. I let Pete influence dinner again which was
Moules & Frites which resulted in the food poisoning the next day. I can testify that Draggin Jeans
protect you from skids not just to the exterior.
So lessons learnt well despite his multitude of
faults, the fact he needs 3 new T shirts a day, and
seriously contemplating killing him one night - In
truth a great adventure with a good mate. I wouldn’t
have missed it!
The pictures say it all really:
Dell
Dells’ complete wardrobe for 2 weeks as usual tidily
stored / thrown on the floor

Holiday time with the wives - a nice if rainy
couple of days in Como followed by pretty ride
26
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Euro Rally Rome Pt.2
Robin Seymour
8th June to 21st June
Day one, 8th June, Calais to Merzig
Nice early start and expecting showers but
got a pretty dry day and hotel was good. Peter
Hardman had pulled out due to bike problems.
We stopped at HD Lille and Maureen Kemps
Sportster picked up a screw in her back tyre
which they fixed there and then. Left Axel with
the Kemps, carried on and kept leapfrogging
with Axel and co all the way to Merzig.
th

Day two, 9 June, Merzig to Obernheim
Expecting heavy rain today but it only rained
for a couple of hours and then we managed to
get some good roads in before it rained later.
The hotel was closed for renovation but was
still taking bookings and although the staff
did their best it was poor. We had a Sportster
fill up scare and had to siphon to be on the
safe side as most places shut because it was
Sunday and we were in the middle of nowhere
on back roads.
th

Day three, 10 June, Obernheim to Greis
Forecast was rubbish (heavy rain all day)
we had a problem with Dave Kemps’ bike
as he had had his exhausts changed back
to standard for the trip and one of the bolts
had dropped off. We therefore dropped
Hohenzollern and went to HD Tuttlingen who
were very helpful and also removed the plank
from John Greenwoods bike. After that it was
off to Chitty Chitty Bang Bang castle and then
up the Fern pass (1212m) into Austria.
As it was we had only a couple of hours of rain
and made good time to the hotel. This turned
out to be really nice as the road up the mountain to get there was a lovely bikers road.
Day four, 11th June, Greis to Brentonico
We had learned that some passes were still
closed so we checked ours and it was as if
10 meters of snow had fallen the previous
week! We diverted to the Brenner but came
off early and went over the PenserJoch. A
stunning Pass at 2211 metres. What a great
road that was. Superb Café at the top where
we stopped for lunch. We stopped off at HD
Bolzano and lost Ron. On the way to the hotel
John Greenwoods bike died and luckily we
were only 4 miles from HD Trento who had no
28
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van but would stay late to help. After arranging
recovery we went on to the hotel. The road up
to the hotel had about 25 hairpin bends which
were all steep climbs as well. Ron had just got
there before us and Dave and Annette met us
here as well. Hotel was the best yet and also
fed John and Howard who arrived eventually at around 9:30. We also learned that the
mechanic at Trento had gone out of his way to
be helpful and really pushed the boat out to fix
John’s bike. The weather was supposed to be
bad but in fact it was a superb day.
Day Five, 12th June, Brentonico to Locanda
del Ponte
We started off the day with a bimble to Riva
del Garda for an ice cream and parked up in
the square after a conversation with the local
police! Then, we rode the length of Garda on
the road beside the lake and what a great ride
it was, stopping at a pizzeria for lunch. We now
had to pay the piper, it was a long motorway
stretch to the hotel and it was a hot day as
well. This was the only hotel that had made us
pay in advance and I was a bit anti about it. It
turned out to be a superb hotel with good staff,
good food and great rooms.
Day Six, 13th June, Locanda del Ponte to
Ostia
A fairly short ride today and we allowed a late
start and most took the opportunity to wash
their bikes. We had decided to go “cross
country” rather than just motorway and we
would use the motorway later on for the last
stint into Ostia. What a great decision that
turned out to be, we rode through the Tuscan
hillside and it was fantastic, mountains, towns,
hairpins, sweeping roads, potholes, diversions,
this road had it all and was a very enjoyable
ride to prepare us for the days off to come.
The weather – Glorious.
We rolled into Ostia with the flag flying and
found the hotel only to find they had decided
to allocate the rooms however they wanted to
and the ones affected in the main could not be
changed. I had a hissy fit and got some movement but not a lot.
I don’t think the hotel was as good as last year
but at least it was within walking distance, just!
Day 8, 15th June, Parade
As ever the start of the parade was marred by
the Italians and Spanish believing they have
a right to be at the front with the standard
bearers regardless of whether of not they have
Hogsback News Summer 2013
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a flag or standard. Once it got going it was
marshalled extremely well and kept at a pace
which was comfortable. A great deal of organization had gone in to it and it was a shame
the other Italian chapters did not respect the
Rome chapters directions. Even taking that into
account it was a truly great experience.

went. Some sports bike riders rode off muttering
“stupid Englanders”. I dived in and it was really
cold and I think I came out quicker than I went
in!! Still £70 for 20 seconds swimming and 20
minutes warming seemed fair. It’s the first time I
have swum in a glacier lake and I can say that it
will also be my last.

Day 9, 16th June, Bikers Blessing

Having left the fun of the Bernini pass behind us
and ridden through the pretty town of St Moritz
it was off to the splendor of the Julier pass and it
was magnificent in outlook and a cracking road to
ride. I couldn’t resist the fun of this road. Having
done the passes it was back to mundane and
we decided not to pay 30 Euros for a motorway
pass and stayed on the side roads instead. This
extended the day somewhat but we still managed
to call in at a dealer; HD Graubunden. Then off
to the most expensive hotel of our trip which was
the Hotel Post at Sargans. Good rooms, nice
staff and good food but not as good as some of
the others and not worth the price. Still a great
day though.

Beverly had won this one so it was her bike
that went. Another early morning and no
breakfast and we went off to Rome and parked
in the blessing area at early o’clock and went
for coffee. It was yet another blistering day
and by the time the mass started at 10:30 it
was 32 degrees! There were thousands at the
mass and Pope Francis was driven around the
square and the bikes and blessed them all.
The mass finished at 12:0 and by that time we
were all finished and just wanted to chill with
lunch and a beer.
Day 10, 17th June, Ostia to Borgo a Mozzano
Time to set off back to Blighty and today was
a blast up the coast to Pisa and then into the
hills to Borgo and hotel Milano. I had the best
bean soup I have ever had here it was great. It
came as part of a four course meal, soup two
pasta dishes and a meat kebab course for 20
Euros. The hotel was good and modern but the
air-con didn’t work in my room and it was hot
without it. Owner was grumpy in the morning.
But breakfast was fine.
Day 11, 18th June, Borgo to Castione della
Presolana
Up early and a ride round the coast to the
motorway to scoot up to Lake Iseo. We
decided to call into a couple of HD’s so Parma
and Brescia were visited. A nice ride around
the lake and a bimble up the mountain to the
hotel Des Alpes, which was the best hotel, we
stayed in for location, service, food, room and
price.
Day 12, 19th June, Castione to Sargans
Two passes today, the Bernini pass (2328m)
and the Julier Pass (2284m), both were great
fun and all the practice we had put in over the
previous week paid off on these two. It was
a superb day weather wise and even at that
altitude the sun was warm and it was lovely to
sit outside a glacier and have lunch. I was challenged to go for a swim and I said I would if all
gave a fiver for charity, (it seemed like a good
idea at the time). All said yes so it was time to
put my money where my mouth was and off I
30
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Day 13, 20th June, Sargans to Merzig
Because of the “no pass” issue we stuck to back
roads and this really chewed the time and meant
that once we got into Germany we mainly had to
motorway it. We did manage to get some fun bits
in and in the main it was a dry day with only the
odd smattering of showers. Once we got to the
hotel the heavens opened and I was pleased we
had set off early.
Day 14, 21st June, Merzig to Calais
After a good last night of the ride and a few beers
we got up early and went off to the tunnel. The
forecast was dire with Thunderstorms predicted
all day with heavy rain and hailstones (umm
the bikers friend) As it was we had about half
an hour of light rain and then it stayed away. It
was a lot cooler than it had been and the heated
grips were used again. Malcolm and Margaret
had raced off first thing to get an earlier crossing
so they could attend a function, but because we
made such good time we made it to the same
crossing as them some 2 hours earlier than
expected. We even all made it onto the same
train and rode up to the m23 together where we
did a rolling goodbye as people went there own
way. It was a great road trip (2999 miles) with
nice people and great roads, old Rome, the Pope
and a party, what more could you ask for?
My thanks to Graham and Axel for helping in so
many ways.
Robin Seymour
Road Captain
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Morecambe / Blackpool
Tracey & Dave Pollard
Blackpool Trip
21-23 June 2013
21st June, Day 1
Eleven Harley’s with 15 people including our leaders
Ruth and Steve Palmer met at Guildford HD to have
a fun weekend at the Midland Hotel in Morecambe.
It was a damp start to the day having to wear my
rain-wear gear for the first time. The route was
scenic and we stopped off for lunch at a pub called
The Cat in Enville. We finally reached the hotel at
5:30pm. After dropping everything off in our rooms
and spending 10 minutes trying to locate the toilet
(seems very strange but also very true) Most of us
decided to a have a drink or 2 or 3 before getting
ready for the Murder Mystery night.
Many of us had dressed for the occasion in 1930’s
wear. My favourite suspect of the night was an
American character who introduced himself as 6’2”
of Dick (Shovel). Right away even before the entertainment had started we had all decided the butler
did it, as you do, until that was the butler ended up
on the floor dead and reappeared 10 minutes later
dressed as Miss Marbles. It turned out it couldn’t
be Dick as he was off smooching with Nora while
they should have been looking for something. The
drinks flowed, the food was extremely good and the
laughter coming from our corner showed we were all
enjoying ourselves. Henry made me laugh all night
with the way he said we were the Hells Angels in his
very pleasant accent while wearing a very dapper
tuxedo. Anyway, we had managed to figure out
who the murderer was. It was the French character
Hercules Perrier. He had used his yellow poison,
which, I had figured out from an anagram that
Miss Marbles gave us( Woolly ponies). Fiona had
managed to sort out whose was whose coloured
poison we needed in an earlier round of asking the
suspects who had put in what coloured poison to the
bag. After a very long day we then called it a night.

Today we were going to the Lake District to
“Blackwell the arts and craft house” set above Lake
Windermere. What beautiful scenery we saw getting
there and once parked up the view was even better.
We all stopped for afternoon tea and carrot cake (or
lack of it lol) before looking around the house that
had a very Tudor feel from the inside. There was
this piece called “fruit plate”. To buy it was almost
£11,000 and Anthony hit the nail on the head and
said it looked like his sink full of washing up. Fiona
then piped up with asking him how ‘would he know?’
as he didn’t even know where it was at home. We
had a very wet ride back to the hotel and the wind
had picked up massively also.
For dinner we went to Morecambes’ best fish and
chip restaurant as recommended by almost everyone in Morecambe that had stayed open especially
for us. After a very good meal some of us decided
to go to a pub for a drink and then decided to brave
it with a walk on the pier in a very strong wind. Then
after a drink in the cocktail bar we called it a night.
23rd June, Day 3
Andy and Margi had decided to go to Preston HD
dealership before heading home (I wonder if Margi

got a present there?) and some others had decided
to head straight home. For the rest of us we decided
to go to a little cafe (Puddle Ducks) in the most
beautiful scenic area I have ever seen, with rolling
hills and where farm animals roamed free. There
we also fed the local ducks and bought a few presents (for ourselves of course) before leaving. Then
we went to the Inn in Whitewell but decided as they
were so busy we wouldn’t stay for lunch and started
the long 300+ miles journey back home in torrential
rain. We finally got home around 9pm.
This was our first weekend away with the chapter
and we thoroughly enjoyed ourselves and never
once was made to feel like we were the newbies at
this. The company was superb and we have made
13 new friends. The hotel was lovely and quirky. The
rooms had everything we needed in them. If ever
you go, upgrade to a sea view for a breath-taking
view over the bay. Some of the best scenic areas
are not far from the hotel with the Lake District and
the Lancashire moors less than a 1 hour ride away.
We can’t wait to do SofER now.

Tracey and Dave Pollard

22nd June, Day 2
It had been such a long day yesterday we decided to
have breakfast for the latest 9:30 am. After breakfast
we had a tour of the hotel. Our tour guide Brian was
very knowledgeable and also made the tour a bit of
fun.
We went and had our picture taken with The Eric
Morecambe statue, and then walked back to the
hotel to get ready for the ride of the day.
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Mayflys and Icecreams
Robin Seymour

1(:)25(67%5$1&+
presents the

Mayfly’s and Ice creams
30th June
A Sunny Day! 22 bikes gathered at Burger King
to discover they were shut for refurbishment.
Luckily those who needed to were helped by
B&Q and Homebase and the burger van helped
out with coffee and tea.
Then it was off down the A3 to the tunnel and
then the ride proper started, lots of wiggly
roads and lots of people said “where are we?”
at the stops.
Having meandered through Hampshire we
arrived at the Mayfly and that is one slick operation, within minutes of ordering our food it was
starting to arrive and it was good too.
Once everyone had eaten their fill it was time to
go for dessert and 35 minutes down the lovely
roads awaited Carlo’s.
If someone had come to me and said “I am
thinking of opening an ice cream parlour in
the middle of nowhere, not close to a town or
beach and I am only going to do four flavours
each day” I would have said you were mad.
Carlo’s was of course packed!
Having had dessert it was off to the A272 and
Loomies, I decided not to go into Loomies as I
knew it would be jam packed (and it was) so we
went to the wild bean café and Macdonalds at
the Petersfield services.
Most opted for the cold drinks and we sat under
the tree (really big one there) and chatted for a
while before we starburst our way home.
No punctures, incidents or anything untoward
to report just a blooming good bimble through
Hampshire in great weather with nice people.
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Just about a perfect Sunday.

Many thanks to Axel and Crippo for back
marking.

Robin Seymour
Road Captain
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For more information email: info@newforesthogrally.co.uk
See website www.newforesthogrally.co.uk
Or ask at Southampton Harley-Davidson

